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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a new geometrical concept of an omnidirectional and omni-stereoscopic multi-camera system.
With such a system, 3D video panoramas can be captured
and displayed at cylindrical 3D projection systems. The
presented concept can be considered as an approximate
solution of the well-known concentric mosaics that are
defined as a sub-set of the plenoptic function. The paper
discusses the geometrical relationship to the ideal case,
while taking practical constraints for a real-working
acquisition set-up into account.
Index Terms— Panoramic video, stereo, acquisition
1. INTRODUCTION
The immersive sensation by panoramic imaging lasts back
to renaissance painters. The first experiments with moving
panoramic images have been presented beginning of the last
century. For instance, the Cinerama system, an immersive
360° projection has already been presented at the legendary
Millenium World Exposition, 1900 in Paris [1]. Since then,
a large variety of other systems have been developed
targeting the entertainment market as well as training
centers or event and exhibition technology [2]. In contrast to
that, the provision of panoramic video supporting
stereoscopic 3D is much more challenging and a steadily
difficult task. While panoramic 3D projection is possible
using today’s projection techniques from 3D cinema, the
acquisition of 3D video panoramas is a widely unsolved
problem and is therefore investigated in this paper.
Capturing a still panoramic 2D image is possible by
simply rotating a camera, warping and then stitching the
images together [3]. Even digital consumer cameras have
built-in this feature to create own panoramas. More difficult
is the acquisition of panoramic 2D video, which requires a
special camera arrangement. A common solution is to use
multiple cameras, where individual single cameras look into
different directions such that the resulting images can be
stitched seamlessly to large panoramic views. First systems
applying multiple cameras and mirrors to achieve full
surround capture with high image resolution have already
been used in the 60s by Ub Iwerks for Disney theme park
productions [4]. Since then, many mirror-based system

approaches have been proposed (e.g. [5]). Other approaches
place a hyper- or parabolic mirror in front of a single camera
to capture panoramic views [6] with the disadvantage of
having a much lower resolution and plenty of distortions.
Today, the advances and ongoing miniaturization of digital
video cameras enables more compact systems and several
commercial companies offer omni-directional cameras for a
wide range of applications [7]. Good overview about
different approaches on panoramic video acquisition is
given in [8].
If now panoramic 3D acquisition comes into play, the
situation is more difficult. The acquisition of static omnistereo panoramas has already been investigated since more
than 15 years. A nice overview on the major principles can
be found in [9]. The basic idea is to mount cameras on a
rotating bar. From literature, this concept is also known as
concentric mosaics [3], a special version of the plenoptic
function [10]. In this paper, the concept of concentric
mosaics is extended towards video acquisition. It presents a
3D panoramic video camera that optimizes a trade-off
between contradicting requirements on an adequate stereo
impression, sufficiently overlapping views and correct
positioning of focal points for accurate stitching. In the next
section, the major principles and geometrical aspects of
omni-directional and omni-stereoscopic systems for static
scene are discussed. Section 3 then presents a design of an
omni-stereoscopic video acquisition system that can be
considered as an approximate solution to the theory of
concentric mosaics. Section 4 shows first results of the proof
of concept. A conclusion ends the paper.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Since many years, the acquisition of panoramic images is a
well-known and already solved problem of computer vision.
As known from projective geometry, an error-free capture
of panoramic 2D images requires that the focal points of the
multiple camera views coincide in a common point and look
in different directions. Usually, this condition is achieved by
rotating a single camera at a tripod with a revolving camera
head. In this ideal case, the single images can then be
stitched to a panoramic 2D image without parallax errors for
arbitrary scenes covering the entire depth range from zero to
infinity. The extension of this 2D case towards 3D is called
omni-stereoscopic imagery. The common approach is to

m
mount one orr more cameraas, looking eitther outwardss or in
ttangential direection, on a rrotating bar (ssee Fig. 1) [99]. For
tthese approacches it is suufficient to use so-calledd slitccameras, i.e. ccameras that ccapture one coolumn only. Inn a rebbinning proceess, columns ffrom the slit ccameras are used to
ggenerate mulltiple perspecctives. The column of onne slit
ccamera at eeach angular increment ccontributes too one
ppanoramic viiew such thatt at least two slit cameraas are
nneeded to provvide stereo paanoramas.
For practtical scenarioss, a perspective camera is often
uused, again mounted
m
at thee end of the rrotating bar loooking
eeither in tangeential or norm
mal direction. For
F the creatioon of a
sstereo panoraama the two required coluumns can be taken
ffrom the imagge sensor wheere the distancce between thhe two
sselected coluumns again defines
d
the baseline.
b
Thee two
aapproaches arre only suitablle for capturinng static scenees, but
tthe distinctionn between the two categoriees “swing imaaging”
w
with radial camera
c
orientaation and “cooncentric moosaics”
w
with tangentiaal orientation helps to motivate the undeerlying
cconcept of ann omni-stereosscopic video system
s
as explained
iin the next secction.
C

of aadjacent cameeras (see param
meter S in Fig.. 3 (left) is muuch
smaaller than the stereo baselinne B. Howeveer, this can onnly
be achieved by extremely sm
mall cameras. Note that B is
usuually in a rangge of 6 cm. Heence, even if tthe ratio B/S ccan
be reduced to 6,, the width off the camerass must be in tthe
range of about 11cm. Clearly, there is neither a HD cameera
norr a high-quallity lens of this
t
small sizze available. In
conntrast, if B is equal
e
to or evven smaller thaan S, the system
runns in a fundam
mental conflict that can best be explained by
a sttar-like arrangement as in Fiig. 3 (right).

Figg. 2. left) Optimaal camera arranngement; right) star-like
s
approaach.
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Fig. 1. Cam
mera mounting and rebinning ffor swing imagee.

F
For video, thee previous appproaches on omni-directionnal or
oomni-stereosccopic imageryy are impracticcal due to thee need
oof multiple caameras for sim
multaneous cappturing on onee hand
aand the physical dimensionns of each cam
mera on other hand.
F
For instance, the requiremeent of omni-ddirectional imaagery,
tthat all optical centers haave to coincidde in one com
mmon
ppoint, is difficcult to respecct in video (seee Fig. 2, leftt). For
iillustration reaasons, the opttical centers arre drawn in frront of
tthe lens in Figg. 2 (left), butt they are conssidered being inside
tthe lens. Thhe only soluttion to meett this requirrement
pperfectly is too use mirror riigs by which tthe virtual poiints of
tthe optical ceenters coincidee behind the m
mirror. Anothher but
lless perfect soolution is to capture video panoramas
p
wiith the
sstar-like approoach from Figg. 2 (right). Inn this case, thee focal
ppoints of all cameras
c
are loocated on a coommon circle, while
tthe optical axxes are perpenndicular to thee arc. Howeveer, the
eexistence of a non-zero parallax anglle does not allow
sseamless stitcching in case of close objects in the ovverlap
aarea. The extension of om
mni-stereoscopiic imagery toowards
vvideo is evenn more complicated. This eespecially holdds for
tthe “swing im
mage” approaach from Figg. 1 with a radial
ccamera orientaation. This appproach supposses that the disstance

Figg. 3. left) arrangeement with smaall micro HD caameras; right) sttarlike arranggement for a pannoramic 3D cam
mera setup.

A
As S is larger than B, the parallax error iis larger than tthe
sterreo parallax, if the same nnear and far objects are aalso
present in the ovverlap area. Heence, if visible parallax errors
wannted to be avvoided, the steereo effect is lost. The aboove
connsiderations also
a
hold forr concentric m
mosaics withh a
tanggential orienttation. Howevver, in contraast to the raddial
orieentation of sw
wing images, itt can be implemented by usiing
a m
mirror rig to reduce
r
the ratiio B/S to a reeasonable valuue.
Thee related conceept will be disscussed in the next section.
3. DESIGN
D
OF AN OMNI-S
STEREO VID
DEO CAMER
RA
In tthis section, tthe basic ideaa from conceentric mosaicss is
furtther elaboratted towards a practicall and realisstic
acqquisition systeem for omni--stereo video.. The design is
bassed on a mirroor-rig that alloows us to bringg optical centters
of aall cameras close to each other (see draawing in Fig. 4,
leftt). In this exaample, three stereo cameraas are placed in
fronnt of three miirrors in a wayy that the virtuual camera paairs
cross at the rradial center behind thee mirrors. T
The
geoometrical arranngement of thhe virtual focaal points behiind
the mirror is shoown in Fig. 4 (right). It depicts a sectionnal
draw
wing at the hoorizontal plane that cuts thee mirror pyram
mid
at the
t points, w
where the optical axes of the real cameras
inteersect the mirrror surfaces. In Fig. 4, tthe virtual focal

ppoints of the same stereo pair
p are conneected by solidd bold
llines (baselinee Br). Black ddots relate to left cameras L1, L2
aand L3, whereeas the grey ddots refer to riight cameras R1, R2
aand R3. As shhown by the ddashed lines, tthe field of viiew of
eeach camera iis framed by thhe opening anngle α of the rrelated
m
mirror segmeent. The stereoo cameras aree toed-in suchh that
tthey convergee at the mirrorr surface (i.e. each camera Li and
Ri of same steereo pair looks through a w
window given by
b the
m
mirror surface of segmentt i). In the ggiven example, the
oopening anglee is α=60° such that all three camera pairs
ccover 180° inn total. Accorrding to this ddrawing, two major
pproblems can be identified,, the so-calledd stereo-gap annd the
sstitching-gap. The reasonning for booth problemss and
aapproaches too minimize theem are presentted in the folloowing
ssections.
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Fig. 4. Stereeo arrangement uusing a mirror rrig. (left); sectioonal
drawing showinng the virtual sttereo pairs behinnd the mirrors ((right).

T
The stereo-gaap is shown inn Fig. 4 (right)) at the mirrorr edge
bbetween segm
ment 2 and 3 inn dark grey. Inn this viewingg area,
tthe stereo infformation doees not come ffrom regular stereo
ppairs like L2/R
/ 2 or L3/R3 in adjacent ssegments 2 aand 3,
rrespectively, but from a mixed stereoo pair L2/R3 from
nneighboring m
mirror segmeents 2 and 3.
3 Hence, a basic
cconstraint forr seamless stereo over thee entire panooramic
vview is that thhe baseline Bm of such mixxed stereo pairrs (see
ddashed bold lines in Fig. 4 (right) muust be equal tto the
bbaseline Br of
o regular steereo pairs. H
However, a ssimple
ccalculation ussing the Eucliidian distancee between thee focal
ppoints of Li and Ri+1 shoows that thiss constraint is
i not
rrespected by the geometriical relations in Fig. 4 (rright).
H
Hence, we obttain the follow
wing relation between
b
Bm annd Br:
(1)

E
Eq. (1) denottes that Bm annd Br are onlly identical, iif α is
eequal to zero or at least suufficiently sm
mall. This limiit case
rrefers to the theory of cconcentric moosaics. In praactical
iimplementatioons with existting high quaality video cam
meras,
hhowever, the two baselinee terms may differ
d
consideerably.
T
The next secttion will show
w that this sysstematical erroor can
bbe compensateed by an off-ccenter shift of tthe stereo pairrs.
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Figg. 5. Virtual sterreo pairs with ooff-center shift ((left), side view of
ooff-center shift by
b moving real camera towards mirror (right)..

Thee Euclidian distance can be calculated byy considering tthe
mixxed stereo pairr L2/R3, but now by taking into account tthe
off--center shift e. In analogyy to Eq. (1)) we obtain tthe
folllowing relationn for Bm and Br:
Bm  B r

33.1. The stereeo-gap

Bm  Br  (1  ccos( )) / 2  Br  cos( 2)

Z

basseline Br of
reg
gular stereo
pair

m
mirror
su
urface

R1

Thee systematical error of the stereo gap can be compensatted
by shifting the vvirtual stereo ppairs in radial direction outt of
the center. In praactice, it can be achieved byy moving the rreal
sterreo cameras toowards the miirror, resultingg in an off-cennter
shifft e of the relaated virtual steereo system ass shown in Figg. 5
(rigght). The correesponding arrrangement of the virtual focal
poinnts behind thee mirrors is deppicted in Fig. 5 (left).
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3.2 The radial offf-center shift
ft

2
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2
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 e  sin  

(22)

Forrcing the abovve mentioned cconstraint Bm=B
= r, results in tthe
folllowing expression for the offf-center shift e:
e  Br 2  tan  4 

(3)

Tab
ble 1 shows values
v
of e, inn dependencee of the openiing

anggle α of the mirror
m
segmentts. Note that fo
for α=0, the lim
mit
case of concentric mosaics resuults in e=0.
Table 1. Off-center shifts forccing the equalityy of Br and Bm

e

0°

5°

10”

15
5°

30°

45
5°

60°

90
0°

0.00 B 0.011
1 B 0.022 B 0.033
3 B 0.066 B 0.09
99 B 0.134 B 0.20
07 B

3.3 The stitchingg-gap
Stittching-gaps arre shown in Fiig. 4 (right) att the mirror eddge
betw
ween segmennts 1 and 2 iin light grey. In this camera
arraangement, thee optical rays from virtual focal points L1
andd L2 (or R1 and R2, respectively) throughh the mirror eddge
diverge outside tthe mirrors annd, as a conseqquence, stitchiing
n possible due to missinng overlap bbetween the tw
wo
is not
relaated camera im
mages. This siituation changges in case of tthe
off--centered arraangement in Fig. 5 (left).. Here, the ffact
wheether the optiical rays diveerge or conveerge outside tthe

m
mirror rig deppends on the distance of tthe mirror suurfaces
ffrom the radiaal center. This can easily be shown by usinng the
ccoordinate sysstem X´Y´Z´ in Fig. 5 (leftt). Compared to the
ooriginal coorrdinate system
m XYZ, it has been rotated
r
cclockwise by α/2 around thhe radial symm
metry axis and, thus,
aaxis Z´ passess through the mirror edge between
b
segm
ments 2
aand 3. Hencce, the abovve mirror eddge is located at
C
C´D=(0,0,D) where
w
D dennotes the distaance of the mirror
m
eedge from thee radial centerr. To achieve overlap at stittching
bborders, D shhould be largeer than Dmin. A typical vaalue is
D
D=2Dmin. Thee minimal distaance of the miirrors relates thhen to
tthe baseline Br as follows:
D  Dmin

withh D min  Br  coot( / 2)

(3)

This relatioon is an imporrtant side-conddition for desiigning
ppracticable mirror
m
rigs beecause the sizze of the rigg also
iincreases withh Dmin. Table 2 shows somee possible valuues for
Dmin dependinng on the seggment angle α
α. The calcullations
ttake into account that the baseline of a stereo systeem of
Br=7cm is thee worst-case ssituation for ddesigning the mirror
m
ddistance. Notee that the mirrror distance becomes
b
largeer than
oone meter for angles lower tthan 16°.
Table 2. Minim
mal mirror distaance Dmin relateed to segment anngle α

Dmin

3°

6°

12°

535cm 267cm 133cm

18°

24°

30°

36°

45°

88cm

66cm

52cm

43cm

34cm

33.4 The stitch
hing error
U
Using the possitions of the virtual focal ppoints L2 andd L3 in
ccoordinate sysstem X´Y´Z´, the followingg expressions ccan be
ddefined for thee inter-focal ddistance between L2 and L3:
X   Br tan4   sin2   Br (1  cos(2 )), Y   0, Z   Br sin2 

(4)

It is obviious that theese inter-focaal distances cause
pparallax errorrs while stitcching the twoo images from
m the
rrelated virtuaal cameras. The parallaax errors caan be
ccalculated byy the followinng expressionns using the pixel
m
metric of L2 as reference:
d u 

Z 
X
F  Zmin

  u L2  Z min

1

Z 

Z min

,

d v 

Z
v L2  Zmin


1

Z 

Z min

(5)

The variabbles uL2 and vL2 denote tthe horizontaal and
vvertical compponents of a centered coorddinate system in the
iimage plane oof L2, whereass F representss the focal length of
tthe used cam
meras. uL2 cann be calculatedd by the folloowing
rrelation:
u L2  F 

1
2 D / Br  tan( / 4)

twoo virtual focall points. Thesse two terms can compensate
eacch other. A fulll compensatioon occurs, if D
D=Dmin holds. In
thiss hard-cut situuation, the poiints L2, L3 annd C´D lie at oone
com
mmon optical ray and, thuss, the horizonttal parallax errror
disaappears. Tab
ble 3 shows the residualls for D=2D
Dmin
deppending on thee segment anggle α. A usual value Br=6 cm
hass been selectedd for the stereeo baseline in this calculatioon.
Thee distance of the near objeect has been set to Zmin=22m.
Hennce, a depth range
r
from 2m
m to infinity iss allowed for tthe
stitcching area. Furthermore,
F
assuming thaat the horizonntal
fielld of view off the used cam
meras equals to the segment
anggle α, the focaal length F iss given by F=
=540pel/tan(α//2).
Thiis assumption refers to a miirror rig from Fig. 4 (left) thhat
usees HD cameras in portrait fo
format to allow
w small segment
anggles α. Hence, uL3 ranges froom -540 pel tto +540 pel, annd,
acccordingly, vL3 ffrom -960 pel to +960 pel.
Table 3. Horizzontal stitching error versus seggment angle α

Δdu [pel]

3°
0.11

6°
0.21

12°
0.42

18°
0.62

24°
0.82

3
30°
1
1.01

36°
1.19

45
5°
1.4
44

4. Proof
P
of concept
To proof the cconcept, the system in Fig. 5 has beeen
investigated by computer siimulations as well as byy a
proototype mirror rig from Fig. 4 (left). In thiis context, Figg. 6
(lefft) shows the set-up for thhe CGI experriments with tthe
arraangement of vvirtual focal pooints accordingg to Fig. 5 (left).
Thee simulations were based on six mirrorr segments w
with
α=330° covering a panoramaa of 180° inn total. The six
crossing off-cenntered stereo systems are shown in tthe
midddle of the draawing. The coorresponding six stereo vieews
havve been captuured for differrent CGI scennes. The curvved
pannoramic screenn indicates w
where the six stereo
s
views aare
finaally re-renderred. Fig. 7 shhows the final result for an
exaample scene. T
The close-up views
v
show deetails of a critiical
region in thee stitching area. A first prototyype
mirror rig is shown
s
in Figg. 6
impplementation oof a related m
(rigght). A segmeent angle of 24°
2 has been selected for tthis
impplementation. This represennts the best trrade-off betweeen
sizee, reduction oof stitching errrors and goodd stereo qualiity.
To achieve a preccise calibratioon the camerass are mounted on
with micro-meeter
mecchanical sliderrs, which can be adjusted w
screews in any dirrection and oriientation.

(6)

The horizoontal parallax error Δdu in Eq. (5) consiists of
ttwo terms, oone is drivenn by the horizontal interr-focal
ddistance ΔX´ and the otherr by the Z-diffference ΔZ´ of the

Figg. 6. Set-up for simulations on CGI basis (left), prototype of aan
omni-stereo mirror rig (right).

Fig. 8. Stereo conteent captured byy the prototype: left and right viiew
from regular steereo (left) and ffrom mixed sterreo pair (right).

Fig. 7. Resullt of simulated sstereo panoramaa with left and rright
view on top, close-up
c
of criticcal region in stiitching area (botttom)

T
The used HD
D cameras are mounted in portrait formaat and
tthe spatial resolution of a resulting pannorama is 70000 by
22000 pixels foor 180°. Fig. 8 shows imagees from regulaar and
m
mixed stereo views (comppare to Fig. 5) that have been
ccaptured durinng test shoots.
The sheareed rectangles with the solidd white lines show
tthe effective image
i
borderss pruned by thhe mirror segm
ments.
T
The shearing is given byy the fact thaat cameras arre not
ppositioned inn the center of the mirroor, but are m
moved
hhorizontally by half a bbaseline to the left or right,
rrespectively, and
a are additionally toed-inn to compensaate the
sshift. Furtherm
more, the left pictures in F
Fig. 8 show thhat, in
ccontrast to staandard stereo applications,
a
tthe overlap beetween
tthe two view
ws of a regulaar stereo systeem is consideerably
llimited. The rremaining steereo information has to be taken
ffrom mixed stereo pairs. By using ann anaglyph ovverlay
rrepresentationn, Fig. 9 show
ws how the reegions from reegular
aand mixed sttereo pairs are assembled to an entire stereo
ppanorama.

55. Conclusiion
A design of an omni-stereeo video acquuisition system
m has
bbeen presenteed that offers an approxim
mate solution tto the
ttheory of conncentric mosaiics. Several im
mportant challlenges
hhave been ddiscussed succh as the sttereo-gap andd the
sstitching-gap. By introducing a radial off center shhift of
sstereo system
ms mounted inn a mirror rigg, it is possibble to
aachieve a reaalizable solutiion for such a novel panooramic
sstereo cameraa, which offerss a minimal stitching error while
kkeeping a siggnificant amouunt of parallaxx. A first prottotype
oof such a ccamera has pproven the correctness
c
o the
of
ttheoretical derrivations.

Fig. 9. Composition of 3D video panoorama.
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